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Brief description
Facce Energetiche is a peculiar stand that has to be mounted in
public squares or places. Is a real photo set, with a colorful
backdrop and a camera. People can come there and write on a
specific balloon their personal commitment that will reduce
energy consumption ("I will go to work by bike", "I will avoid
letting my TV in stand-by" and so on) and take a photograph of
themselves with the balloon. The stand is completed also by an
eco-tree where participants can leave their commitment copied on
a sheet of paper.
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The practice's main objectives are involving people in the energy
consumption reduction process by taking precise commitments
and understanding their value. Financial resources have been
provided by the public administration (Regione EmiliaRomagna) and many different stakeholders have been involved:
the activities have been led by educators and animators of the
region's environmental education centers.
The practice is good because it allows to involve, in a nice way,
people and help them to reflect and engage in a real action in
reducing their CO2 emissions. After a period it is possible to
verify the result of people engagement.
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Target
Citizens, Students, Families Decision makers and opinion leaders
Cost/effectiveness analysis
The photo set has a little cost, but the activities itself is really cheap
and it allows to involve a large amount of people. The experience
also lives in the web through the creation of dedicated galleries.
Promoting it in different occasions, events and situations is then
cheap, including only transport and promoters. Professionals and
entertainers that may involve citizens are fundamental for the tool’s
success.

